
Cloud Migration Services

Fast-Track Your Journey to AWS With Ease and
Efficiency

Empower Your Business Transformation With AWS and
Cloudelligent 

Leverage our deep
experience in managing and
executing successful AWS

migrations.

Experience an efficient
migration process through

applied automation and AWS
best practices.

Gain access to funding
opportunities i.e. AWS Migration
Acceleration Program (MAP) and

Proof-of-Concept (POC).

FREE Migration Readiness
Assessment (MRA) from our
Solutions Architect 
Secure AWS Funding for a cost-
effective migration

Solution Brief

Ready to Embark on an Effortless Journey to the Cloud?
Migrate with Confidence!

Cloud Smarter,
Not Harder
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Why Amazon Web Services (AWS) is Your Path to Success?

Embrace agility and flexibility to conquer market shifts with
ease.

Drive innovation and idea-to-cash for rapid growth.

Slash costs and redirect budgets to revenue-generating
objectives.

Retire technical debt and bid farewell to legacy systems.

Elevate scalability, security, and resilience for enhanced customer
experiences. 

Explore Our
Offers on

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/seller-profile?id=a379ac34-170a-4898-ae2c-d46855cf70a3
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cloudelligent/
http://cloudelligent.com/
mailto:sales@cloudelligent.com
https://calendly.com/dwayne-lyle/30min-1
https://calendly.com/dwayne-lyle/30min-1
https://www.cloudelligent.com/
mailto:sales@cloudelligent.com
https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/seller-profile?id=a379ac34-170a-4898-ae2c-d46855cf70a3
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Are you prepared to migrate your workloads to AWS but lack the necessary resources? Look
no further than Cloudelligent, an AWS Advanced Consulting Partner. With our extensive
expertise in AWS migrations, we are here to assist you every step of the way and empower
your business growth.

Seamlessly migrate your workloads from physical machines or VMs
to AWS with minimal downtime.

Adopt cutting-edge technologies such as automation and
containerization for faster time-to-business results.

Architect a modern infrastructure for fast, reliable, predictable workload
delivery with robust security measures.

Empower productivity and ensure configuration consistency by building
with Infrastructure as Code (IaC).

Our 3-Phase Approach to a Seamless Cloud Migration 

Phase 1: Assess  
We conduct a thorough evaluation of your current infrastructure, taking the time to
comprehend your mission and address any migration concerns. 
Gain insights into your overall readiness with our FREE Migration Readiness
Assessment (MRA) that gauges your organization's commitment, competence, and
capabilities. 

Phase 3: Migrate and Modernize 

Leveraging an agile approach, automation, and AWS best practices, we
seamlessly migrate your workloads to the cloud.
Next, we optimize your infrastructure for cost and performance to make sure you
gain maximum value from cloud adoption.

Phase 2: Mobilize 
We determine the best cloud migration strategy for your business case objectives.
Our AWS-Certified Solutions Architects design a well-architected infrastructure to
meet your security, compliance, performance, and cost requirements. 

Set the stage for successful cloud adoption and scalable growth with our top-tier migration
strategies. Our team works closely with you throughout the entire process, ensuring your
business objectives perfectly align with the desired outcomes. 

Experience a Fast, Smooth, and Hassle-Free Journey to AWS With Cloudelligent

https://www.linkedin.com/company/cloudelligent/
http://cloudelligent.com/
mailto:sales@cloudelligent.com
https://www.cloudelligent.com/
mailto:sales@cloudelligent.com
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Unlock the Transformative Benefits of Cloud Adoption With
Cloudelligent 

Migrate Faster with Ease 

Experience a seamless transition with Cloudelligent's refined 3-phase migration
approach, leveraging industry best practices.

Face zero downtime and minimal service interruptions as our expert team
expertly moves your data, applications, workloads, and systems to AWS.

Experience Zero Downtime 

Enjoy cost savings as we help you leverage AWS's pay-as-
you-go pricing, volume-based discounts, and funding
opportunities.

Boost Your Cost Savings 

Mitigate security breaches and safeguard your sensitive data with our robust
security, governance, and compliance protocols.

Level-up Security and Compliance 

Rapidly deploy and test new products, enabling faster
time-to-market. Quickly respond to the ever-changing
customer needs. 

Enhance Productivity and Agility 

Maximize your business potential by effortlessly scaling your workloads
and applications to handle increased traffic and spikes.

Position for Business Growth 

Start Your Free MRA

Cloud Smarter. And Faster! 
Accelerate your journey to AWS with a FREE Migration Readiness Assessment (MRA) from
Cloudelligent. Let us help you answer all your questions about moving to the cloud such as costs
(TCO), methodology, organizational readiness, and more. 
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